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SUMMARY  Greatly needed Arabic reading types for testing near visual acuity are suggested. They are based on reading types adopted by the Faculty of Ophthalmologists of the United Kingdom.

Testing near visual acuity has its place in the assessing of the macular function and prescribing a suitable addition for presbyopia. Some eye diseases affect reading acuity to a great extent such as posterior subcapsular cataract. Hence its testing is an indispensable part of ophthalmic examination.

The first scientific attempt to test near visual acuity was made by Snellen in 1868, who applied to the test the same principle as he applied to his distance types. Each letter is made as a square subtending an angle of 5' at the ordinary reading distance. The unfamiliar configuration of letters of that construction, however, is not reproduced in ordinary printer’s founts.

Jaeger’s suggestions found more general acceptance because they consisted in ordinary printer’s founts of that time. Jaeger’s types persisted for a long time, though their uniformity was entirely lost mainly because the original founts from which the types were produced became obsolete.

To overcome this difficulty the British Faculty of Ophthalmologists put forward the suggestions and then recommendations for standardisation of reading types. Times Roman type face is used, with standard spacing. (Times refers to the print used by The Times newspaper.) The notation was based on the printer’s point system, where specimens of printed materials are given in sizes of 5 pt, 6 pt, 8 pt, etc. (a point stands for 1/72 inch (0.35 mm) and indicates the size of the block on which individual letters are cast; 5 point type is one in which each letter is cast on a block 5/72 inch (1.76 mm) tall. This test proved its adequacy for the examination of near visual acuity for more than 30 years.
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Arabic test types for distance visual acuity were standardised in 1968 by Emarah. Based on Snellen’s concept, they are inadequate for testing reading acuity for the same reason as made the Snellen reading test unpopular, namely the unusual configuration of the letters. Experience has shown that there is a need for suitable Arabic reading types for near visual acuity. Firstly, there are many people who read Arabic but not English. Secondly, there is a difference in size between Arabic and English letter blocks for the same size of printed material. Arabic letters are larger by 1 to 2 points than the same size in English letters owing to the frequency of punctuation over or under the line and the frequency of ascenders or descenders in Arabic print. The smallest available Arabic print is 6 point, which is comparable to 4.5 point in English print.

The following suggestions are made for the standardisation of Arabic reading types, and an example is provided in Fig. 1.

1. The traditional monotype computer print type face should be used, as it is the commonest print in use in modern Arabic newspapers.

2. ‘Dark’ monotype should be used for better contrast as opposed to ‘light’ monotype.

3. The sizes of print recommended are 6 pt, 7 pt, 8 pt, 10 pt, 12 pt, 14 pt, 18 pt, 24 pt, 36 pt, and 48 pt, starting with the smallest size print.

4. Suitable passages should be selected from Arabic literature and a different passage used for each print size. Isolated words can be used to eliminate the possibility of guessing the reading material from its general sense. In addition pieces from well known printed material can be provided in different sizes like a telephone directory.

5. The test can be printed on a single sheet or in booklet of durable and cleanable material made of plastic or varnished white card.

6. Near vision is recorded as the smallest type which the patient can comfortably read together with a note of the approximate distance at which the card is held, such as ‘A 8, 30 cm’, meaning a reading print size of 8 pt, in Arabic, at distance of 30 cm.
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Fig. 1  Different sizes of Arabic printing in a suggested set of Arabic reading types for near vision.
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